
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELEPHANT

Words Essay on the Autobiography of a Circus Elephant. Article Shared By. ADVERTISEMENTS: Just look at me. I am
a huge animal about twice the height.

Some "brave" hunter might have killed my mother - who could be dangerous - and sold me to a zoo or circus
as an orphan. I perform for eight minutes for your pleasure, then spend endless hours in misery. Like his
essays "A hanging" and "How the Poor Die", it is chiefly autobiographical. Tail size 7. African elephants have
21 pairs of ribs, while Asian elephants have 19 or 20 pairs. Trunk rings amount 5. When you and your
children see me do a circus "trick," you are delighted. The lower jaw is solid and heavy. For elephants, every
herd is a "village" in which the baby is cared for by its mother, and her sisters, and her mother. A short time
later Cellini was sought after by various people to make fine jewelry and even was asked to make a papal mint
around the year  The rival showmen joined forces because Bailey needed more money, and Barnum needed
the draw of a baby elephant. Forehead shape 3. The fifth set of teeth falls out at the early 40s. Form is used
strikingly and colors are earthly and faded to create a depressive state of desperation towards the bottom of the
painting but become crisp and bright towards the top, depicting strength. If you see me in the zoo, and
especially in the circus, which arrived here yesterday, I am not there willingly. Nor is elephant violence just a
historical problem: Even today, elephant keepers are killed by their elephants. Coming up for Air was his first
novel to attain real success Serafin  In consequence of my ill luck my life was again made a misery to me, so
that I again ran away and went hawking on my own account, but my deformity had grown to such an extent,
so that I could not move about the town without having a crowd of people gather around me. The circus had
previously pledged to end its elephant acts by  My long legs are built to move. One elephant has been
observed to graze by kneeling on its front legs, raising on its hind legs and taking in grass with its lips. The
second set of chewing teeth falls out at four to six years old. Larger ear surfaces contain more capillaries, and
more heat can be released. After two years of effort, he taught another elephant, Coco, to pitch. Elephant teeth
have loop-shaped dental ridges, which are thicker and more diamond-shaped in African elephants. The
muscles of the trunk connect to a bony opening in the skull. In , another longtime circus elephant, Columbia,
was killed after her keeper decided she was too dangerous. They are used for digging for water, salt, and roots;
debarking or marking trees; and for moving trees and branches when clearing a path. Only when Elephas
disappeared from Africa did Loxodonta become dominant once again, this time in the form of the modern
species. The cranium is particularly large and provides enough room for the attachment of muscles to support
the entire head. Ellis, Bee-hive Inn, Nottingham, from whom I received the greatest kindness and attention.
And still I hear you want to see me in a zoo, you want to see me perform circus "tricks. This occurs when the
pinnae are still, and the animal can enhance the effect by flapping them.


